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Run Lola Run is coming to Dutch Blockchain Week as 
Digital Collectibles Created by MovieShots. Curated by Turboslow

Agency at SheNFT Netherlands Exhibition on 26.11.2022
.  
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The origin of film meets the age of
the future. The Austrian startup

MovieShots and Belgian Turboslow
NFT Agency collaborates for film
lovers to own a part of Run Lola

Run as a unique collector's item in
NFTs at SheNFT Netherlands
organized by Metasouls.co. 

 
.  
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The MovieShots Team has managed to bring
the legendary iconic experimental German
thriller "Run Lola Run’’ NFTs which will be

taking part in the blockchain world.  
 

Starting on Nov. 26th, the curtain will rise on
1401 exclusive ‘Run Lola Run’ NFTs at SheNFT
Exhibition and Web3 Conference in Haarlem,

Netherlands. 
 

In total, all 1401 collectibles will represent
the film from the first seconds to the final

credits. 
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Atil Altas, Co-founder of Turboslow NFT

Agency and Jan Leitenbacher, Co-founder
of Movieshots.io, both entrepreneurs come

from movie production and blockchain
background, have been told that ‘We are
very excited to have this collaboration in

Dutch Blockchain Week at SheNFT
Netherlands Exhibition. 

 
The visitors will have a chance to connect
the next generation of the media industry,

powered by blockchain and digital
communities. Very proud to bring a

masterpiece like ‘Run Lola Run’ to a new
medium for a new generation.’
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The narrative form of Run Lola Run is, in
essence, a fairytale, but with the gender

roles switched. 
 

The film is still understandable by many
cultures as a love story, but now that

the hero is a woman and the damsel in
distress is a man, it challenges the

dominant gender ideology. 
 

In the final segment, the ‘happy ending’
is one in which gender conflict is largely

avoided altogether. 
 

This ending, the idea of peace and
equality between the genders, becomes

acceptable to most viewers and
therefore spreads the message of

gender equality which is one of the
missions of SheNFT Netherlands.
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The dream of owning a piece of
movie history turns into reality by

Movieshots.io
 

Run Lola Run is an astonishing
cinematic experience, that doesn’t

stop when you start analysing
every edit of the movie. 

 
The use of a wide range of movie
techniques such as fast-edited
flash forwards, which tell their

own story within a very short time,
make this cinematically innovative

movie, which does not adhere to
narrative standards.
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 Use “TURBOSLOW” code at checkout for
a SPECIAL PRICE! 

For more information and exciting
updates, visit the MovieShots website at 
www.movieshots.io &
www.twitter.com/MovieShots

For more information and exciting
updates, visit the Turboslow NFT Agency’s
website at turboslownft.com and
twitter.com/Turboslowagency 

She NFT Netherlands 
November 26, Cupola XS, Haarlem See more &
GET YOUR TICKET here. 

Queries & Contact: 
For any queries, please feel free to contact us at
 anil@turboslownft.com or hello@movieshots.io 
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